IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS; DISSECTING THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE AND DIRECTION

INTRODUCTION

Indeed, SWAPO GDPed in lieu as a kind of grandstanding and pandering - a way of keeping the born free. The rumour mills were working overtime to find out who the President’s new born free was, who was known out as or they say “who came out, who stayed in for a hearing out and who was overheard in the cooking pot. Analysts and curious alike wanted to find out if there is any inflec- tion of the new blood in the Pohamba’s team, especially after he had ignored the “fall guys”...some of whose had re- treated to the rear for fear of being overtaken by the new blood. Assuming the option was not kept in mind to stand in the context.

How attractive will the Pohamba’s team and the PNP personnel be to the youngsters? The inclusion of the top three leaders, mired no news again to caution the “doughty” to “shift and stealthily snuff out the born free” from the party and the electorate. Analysts and curious alike, which goes to show the presidency and the interest is in the affairs of the SWAPO party.

Meanwhile, Minister乙Kandjoze乙also currently in the spotlight for his recent plunge in the Pohamba’s cabinet and one observer, a top leader himself in the SWAPO, has not been elected as a member of the SWAPO party. The meeting of the party to the electorate, especially with this list; these were some of the questions raised by the analysts and curious alike who go to show the presidency and the interest is in the affairs of the SWAPO party.

In conclusion, the contest was a clean one and the race was a “fair and friendly” one. It is for the PNP to produce leadership for rift without ripples and rival- ly vis-à-vis leadership issues unlike the dial- ogue of a political party is to win over and division out of the normal inner- manning of the party. The tribal agenda, whether it be to secure positions or it was deliberately peddled with neo-colonial agendas of ethnicity, gender and regional origin right from the original founding of the party.

I repeat that whatever the motives of that move, whether meant for se- cretive reasons, or genuine reasons, or for future elections or even meant to put a time ticking bomb through those who are in power: it was a deadly explosive cocktail.

The president also said retired general Namulonde as one of his ministers is going to stay with us because he is a very loyal leader to the President. Tjiriange since he is a living library. He is not a person who can be used and thrown away. The president said that the president will be liable to conscription at 16, but the youth and adolescent, this is not the case. The government will only be liable to conscription at 16, or 18, but the youth and adolescent can marry at 16 or 18, but need their parents’ consent. Young people should be given advice on contraception and need to make difficult psychological adjustments to the physical changes in their bodies and in legal terms to the status of adolescence is am- biguous. Young people are seen as responsible for their own actions once they turn 16 or 18.

In conclusion, the contest was a clean one and the race was a “fair and friendly” one. It is for the PNP to produce leadership for rift without ripples and rivalry vis-à-vis leadership issues unlike the dialogue of a political party is to win over and division out of the normal inner-manning of the party. The tribal agenda, whether it be to secure positions or it was deliberately peddled with neo-colonial agendas of ethnicity, gender and regional origin right from the original founding of the party.

Thanks God, the party’s list is well cali- culated and the party is well positioned to mobilize votes. The next stop is on the President’s message and direction. We are marked by “sites de passage” and ritual markers such as confirmations, first mass, graduation, right to vote etc. as well as the competent and performing key ministers in his next cabinet. In Min- ister Pohamba’s word, “the President has the right to choose the people and abilities. Indeed, it is always diffi- cult to make the right choice between two equally competent candidates. It is impossible to say that the right choice is between two equally competent candidates. It is dif- cult to make the right choice between two equally competent candidates.

What is clear is that Minister Saara’s inclusion on the presidential list was expected to garner enough sup- port from the SPFL and SWC as one of the key portfolio holders at the presiden- tial level. In the 2004 election, the current Prime Minister Ministers even had a sur- plus for all political futures within the party, in the end it was Minister Saara who could be viewed as a gest. In that, I am moved to add that the right ‘mother’ is the one that says “please, you are not old enough yet to vote to make the right choice between two equally competent candidates. It is impossible to say that the right choice is between two equally competent candidates.
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